Facial expression analysis in the wild is challenging when the facial image is with low resolution or partial occlusion. Considering the correlations among different facial local regions under different facial expressions, this paper proposes a novel facial expression restoration method based on generative adversarial network by integrating an improved graph convolutional network (IGCN) and region relation modeling block (RRMB). Unlike conventional graph convolutional networks taking vectors as input features, IGCN can use tensors of face patches as inputs. It is better to retain the structure information of face patches. The proposed RRMB is designed to address facial generative tasks including inpainting and super-resolution with facial action units detection, which aims to restore facial expression as the ground-truth. Extensive experiments conducted on BP4D and DISFA benchmarks demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method through quantitative and qualitative evaluations.
Introduction
Facial restoration aims to recover the valuable missing information of faces caused by low resolution, occlusion, large pose, etc, which has gained increasing attention in the field of face recognition, especially with the emergence of convolution neural networks (CNN) [21, 11] and generative adversarial networks (GAN) [6] . Many sub tasks of facial restoration have achieved great breakthroughs, consisting of face completion [15, 27] , face super-resolution or hallucination [1, 12] , and face frontal view synthesis [8] . Most of these previous works just conduct these face restoration tasks independently, and what's more, only facial identity restoration is considered, without taking facial expression information restoration into consideration. Recently, some studies [22] try to jointly deal with these ill situations with the help of deep learning and GAN. And three kinds of ill facial images is shown in Fig. 1 occlusion faces, which give us the necessity to address both low resolution and occlusion jointly. While face super-resolution, the model takes more relations on intra-patches into account, but the relations on inter-patch during face inpainting. Concerning that graph can have intra-patch and inter-patch relationships with edges, we attempt to jointly address low resolution and partial occlusion. Facial expression restoration is beneficial to the study of facial emotion analysis, which is easily affected by challenging environment, i.e. low resolution, occlusion, etc. In the field of facial expression analysis, facial action units (AUs) refer to a unique set of basic facial muscle actions at certain location defined by Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [3] , which is one of the most comprehensive and objective systems for describing facial expressions. Considering facial structure and patterns of facial expression are relatively fixed, it should be beneficial for facial expression restoration if taking their relations of different AUs into consideration under occlusion and low resolution situations. However, in literature it is rare to see such facial expression restoration study by exploring the relations of different facial regions under different facial expressions.
including both low resolution and
In this paper, we propose a novel facial expression restoration framework by exploiting the correlations of different facial AUs. Our idea appears that firstly restoring the whole face and then detecting AUs to verify whether the facial expression appears or not, which can be called facial expression restoration. In order to learn the features of facial occluded patches from other unoccluded patches, we propose an improved graph convolutional network (IGCN), of which the structure is shown in Fig. 3 . In addition, IGCN also can help to improve the resolution of unoccluded face patches from other visible face patches, by exploring the correlations of different facial components. In the next, with the help of the proposed IGCN, a Region Relation Modeling Block (RRMB) is built to capture the facial features with different scales for face restoration. Given more finer facial division, more accurate relations of different face patches can be built with the help of our proposed framework. With more accurate adjacency matrix in the proposed IGCN, our proposed model can well restore the feature map in deep networks with visible patches' features. We can also use IGCN to build AU detector by exploring these correlations among AUs to help generator to restore more accurate facial expressions. Last but not least, a discriminator is designed to help generator to generate realistic faces, and additional perceptual loss is helpful to improve the quality of the generated faces to some extent.
The contributions of this paper are threefold. First, a novel end-to-end facial expression restoration framework is proposed by jointly addressing face in-painting and face super-resolution. Second, an IGCN is proposed for facial patch relation modeling, and a RRMB is built with the aid of the proposed IGCN. Third, we exploit facial action units detector in generative model to improve the facial expression restoration capability of the generator.
Related Works
Our proposed framework is closely related to existing image restoration methods, facial action units detection methods, and graph convolutional network related studies, since we aim to study facial expression restoration by modeling AU relations with the aid of GCN based methods.
Image restoration
Recently, image restoration has attracted more attentions due to the existence of generative adversarial network(GAN) [6] , which generates an image from a random vector and uses a discriminator to distinguish the real image from generated image. In order to improve the generated images' quality, many works use perceptual loss to supervise model learning [2] . Also, conditional GAN is proposed to limit the generated images' distribution [17] . Image restoration consists of image super-resolution or hallucination [1, 12] , image completion [15, 27] , face frontal view synthesis [8] , image denoise [18] and etc, image derain [25] , image dehaze [4] , image deblurring [13] and shadow removal [24] . Many topics lack the true datasets. For image super-resolution, it usually uses bicubic interpolation to synthesis low-resolution image as [12] . For image completion, it usually uses a binary mask to synthesis masked image as [27] and etc. We follow this setting for ill image synthesis in this paper. Also, [22] tries to jointly deal with face hallucination and deblurring. The situation of both problems co-occurring is common in the wild environment, which is depicted in Fig. 1 . Here, we try to jointly deal with face inpainting and super-resolution for facial expression restoration concerning on relations on inter and intra patches. Considering that face image has structure information, [1] achieves amazing success with the aids of face parsing and facial landmarks information, which motivate us to restore face with facial action units information.
Action units detection
Automatic facial AUs detection plays an important role in describing facial actions. To recognize facial action units under complex environment, many works have been devoted to explore various features and classifier. [26] jointly detects facial action units and landmarks, which want to recognize AUs with the help of landmarks. [9] uses convolutional networks to capture deep representations to recognize AUs via deep learning model. [23] designs AUs-related region, Zhao etal. [29] exploits patches centered at facial landmarks, Li etal. [14] exploits handcrafted heatmaps centered at facial landmarks based on Manhattan distance and [30] proposes deep region layer to help detect AUs. These defined regions help During testing, only the generator is adopted to restore the ill facial images.
attention these regions while model learning. [19] also uses AUs co-existence relations to help recognize AUs. These methods achieve good performances for AUs detection, which motivate us to exploit the relations among AUs-related face patches. With the relations, improved graph convolutional network well fuses the features of different face patches to detect AUs, whcih is the supervisory information to help restore facial expression.
Graph convolutional networks
Recently, there has been a rich line of research on graph neural networks [5] . [10] proposes graph convolutional networks (GCN), which is inspired by the first order graph Laplacian methods. GCN mainly achieves promising performance on graph node classification task. Adjacency matrix is defined by the links between nodes of the graph. The transformation on nodes is linear transformation without learning trainable filters. Using the relations among nodes, graph convolutional networks can embed the features of relational nodes and itself. We improve conventional graph convolutional network with the tensor-inputs and standard convolutional layer instead of linear transformation in conventional graph convolutional network.
Facial Expression Restoration based on IGCN
In this section, the proposed model is introduced in Sec. 3.1 at first. Then, the details of improved graph convolutional networks (IGCN) are explained in Sec. 3.2 and the region relation modeling block (RRMB) is explained in Sec. 3.
Proposed Model
The structure of our proposed method is shown in Fig. 2 , which consists of a generator to restore the whole face image, a discriminator to justify whether the generated face is real or fake, a classifier to recognize the facial action units (AUs) to supervise the generated face image. To make full use of unoccluded face patches, we jointly deal with face completion and super-resolution problem. For face completion, it models the relations between unoccluded face patches and occluded patches. For face super-resolution, it models the relations among different unoccluded face patches. This aims to ensure the global harmony of generated face images.
The losses of our proposed model consist of three parts: the loss for generator learning, the loss for discriminator learning, the loss for AUs classifier learning. For generator, to help learn the generator network, we use pixel loss L pix , which is defined as
where I out is the generated facial expression image by generator, I gt is the ground-truth facial image. Besides, we use the pre-trained 19-layer VGG to compute perceptual loss L per to gain more facial details [21] . The perceptual loss L per is defined as
where f i,j Igt is the ground-truth's feature map obtained by the j-th convolution layer before the i-th max-pooling layer in VGG-19, and f i,j Iout is the generated face's. Adversarial loss is used to improve the quality and reality of generated face image after restoration, the loss of discriminator L adv is defined as
where D I is the discriminator to discriminate the ground-truth face from the generated face. In order to retain the facial expression, AUs are one way to convey the facial action, such as six basic facial expressions. AU classifier is used to help generator learn the facial action units' distributions. The loss of AU classifier is defined as
where C I is the AU classifier to recognize facial action units. C I (I gt ) are groundtruth's logits of the last fully connection (FC) layer before activation of AU classifier, C I (I out ) are generated face's logits of the last FC layer before activation of AU classifier. The overall loss of the proposed facial expression restoration framework is
where λ 1 , λ 2 , and λ 3 are trade-off parameters. General GAN loss for learning discriminator and cross-entropy loss for learning classifier. This max-min game will help to generate realistic face image. Note that for each AU, we should calculate the cross-entropy loss for AU classifier, because it is a multi-label task.
The activation function used in this paper is sigmoid function. The right is the structure of RRMB, which consists of IGCN 1 * 1, 2 * 2, 8 * 8. 1 * 1 represents splitting only 1 patch for the inputs, 2 * 2 represents splitting 4 patches for the inputs, and 8 * 8 represents splitting 64 patches for the inputs.
Improved Graph Convolutional Networks
The features of the nodes are vectors in conventional graph convolutional network [10] , which is called as non-euclidean data. For face image, every patch of face image is associated with other patches and is euclidean data. In order to use the face patches as nodes directly via modeling the relations among different facial patches, an improved graph convolutional network is proposed, of which the whole structure is shown in Fig. 3 . Due to the ability of graph convolutional network, We can use unoccluded regions to complete the occluded regions via pre-defined relations, such as using unoccluded left eyes to restore occluded right eyes, also can using unoccluded region to enhance the quality of other unoccluded regions. Firstly, we split the feature F of face image into k * k face patches with certain order position ID. For each face patch, we use convolutional layer to transform its representation. Here, it should be noted that conventional graph convolutional networks use vectors as features, and use linear transformation layer to capture representations. Different from conventional GCNs, our proposed IGCN uses 4-D tensor of face patches as input features, and uses convolution layer to capture representations. The weights of all convolutional layers for each patch are shared under one layer of IGCN. According to symmetrical adjacency matrix, we get every face patch feature after sum operation. Lastly, we convert k * k face patch features into a feature map according the origin position ID. Note that we also can use deconvolutional layer in IGCN. Adjacency matrix is predefined via facial structure. IGCN can be defined as:
where F is the stacked patches features, A is the normalized adjacency matrix and : represents tensor product. The adjacency matrixis defined by the correlations of facial structure, such as the symmetry of left face and right face and AUs correlation. Supposing that two patches have relation, then the link between the two patches is suppose to be 1, the opposite is 0. Here we define the relation by cosine similarity between two patches and the co-existence and exclusive relation between two patches consisting of two AUs according landmarks. Fig. 4 : Sample distributions of BP4D dataset (left) and DISFA dataset (right). 1 represents AU appearance, 0 represents AU disappearance. 
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Experiments
Datasets and Settings
Datasets: Our proposed facial expression restoration network is evaluated on two wildely used datastes for facial expression analysis: BP4D [28] and DISFA [16] . The settings of two datasets are similar with [20] . For BP4D, we split the dataset to training/testing sets according to subject. datasets are shown in Fig. 4 , which illustrates the extreme unbalance situation of labels.
Preprocessing: For each face image, we perform similarity transformation including rotation, uniform scaling, and translation to obtain a 128 * 128 * 3 face. This transformation is shape-preserving and brings no change to the expression. The input ill face images are produced by resizing high resolution face image to 16 * 16 via bicubic interpolation method and added a random binary mask, of which size is one fourth of the input size.
Implementation details: We firstly pre-train the AUs classifier, then jointly learn the generator and discriminator, about learning one time of discriminator every three times of generator. For AUs classifier learning, we get the good metrics, which are little lower than the state of the arts. The settings of trade-off parameters are λ 1 = 0.001, λ 2 = 0.001, λ 3 = 0.5. We use Adam for optimization. The learning rate is 0.0001, the batch size is 8, and the kernel size is 3.
Visual results
We aim to jointly address face inpainting and super-resolution problem for faial expression restoration. General face inpainting methods are not proper to deal with this case, because the numbers of downsample and upsamle layers are same.
Here we aim to verify our proposed method's effectiveness in two dataset with SRGAN [12] , which is notable on image super-resolution area and when we use IGCN 1 * 1, the proposed model is similar with residual block [7] , which is the main component for SRGAN. Comparison with SRGAN and proposed model without AUs detection is shown in Fig. 5 . In order to observe the difference between different methods, we emphasize the difference of the eye area and mouth area. Obviously, in the results of first row, SRGAN method generates tooth but our proposed method generates closed mouth, which is similar with ground-truth corresponding to AU 25, and in the results of third row, SRGAN generates closed eyes but our proposed method generates opened eyes corresponding to AU 43. For quality and reality, the results of SRGAN have virtual streak and blur, such as the first row. It is worth noting that the shown results are from 13 subjects of BP4D dataset and 9 subjects of DISFA dataset for testing respectively. It is observed that our proposed method outperforms SRGAN in the aspects of reality and quality. And also, our proposed method can well retain the facial action or expression after restoration.
Quantity results
In order to investigate the effectiveness of AU classifier in our framework for facial expression restoration, Table. 1 and Table. 2 present the AU detection results on our restored facial expression images compared with corresponding ground truth images in terms of F1-score and accuracy, where "Ours−" is the proposed framework without AU classifier. Note that AU classifier is trained on training dataset but the quantity results are compared in results of different model on test dataset. The results shown in Table. 1 demonstrates that our proposed method outperforms SRGAN in BP4D dataset, even "Ours−" brings significant increments of 13.6% and 11.1% respectively for average f1-score and accuracy than SR-GAN. It is also observed that learning framework with AU classifier gain a few increments of 2.3% and 1.2% for average f1-score and accuracy. The large gaps between our proposed method and SRGAN are associated with the distribution of BP4D. Due to the unbalanced distribution of status for each AU as is shown in Fig. 4 , our proposed facial expression restoration method is inclined to learn the '0' status for each AU. For accuracy, ours result is similar with ground-truth, even better than ground-truth. And the AU classifier is strong to make the logits of generated face image incline to the distribution of the AUs, which results in the our proposed model getting little higher accuracy than ground-truth.
Similar results in DISFA dataset are shown in Table. 2, from which it can be observed that our proposed method with or without AUs classifier outperforms SRGAN. Specifically, our proposed method increase 14.6% and 0.3% for average f1-score and accuracy than SRGAN. For accuracy, our proposed method has a few improvements, it is also associated with AUs occur distribution in the dataset. For most face images, AUs do not occur in DISFA dataset as shown in Fig. 4 , so AU classifier always recognizes '0' status. On the other hand, lower f1-score also tell us that model learns the nature situation easier than activate situation for each AU.
When it comes to image restoration task, many works often compare the structural similarity(SSIM) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio(PSNR). The results can be observed in Table. 3. Our proposed method outperforms 0.123 and 0.057 for SSIM, 2.094 and 0.971 for PSNR respectively in BP4D and DISFA dataset, which demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method on facial expression restoration. Note that there are few improvements in DISFA datasets due to its extreme unbalance distribution.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a novel facial expression restoration method by integrating a region relation modeling block with the aid of an improved graph convolution network to model the relations among different facial regions. The proposed method is beneficial to facial expression analysis under challenging environments, i.e. low resolution and occlusion. Extensive qualitative and quantitative evaluations conducted on BP4D and DISFA have demonstrated the effectiveness of our method for facial expression restoration. The proposed framework is also promising to be applied for other face restoration tasks and other multi-task problems, i.e. face recognition, facial attribute analysis, etc.
